
Unrivalled reputation for reliability 
and safety throughout the 

HIAB hire industry

01530 510550
enquiries@davidstanleytransport.com
www.stanleygroup.co.uk



David Stanley Transport and Lifting 
Services are one of the largest suppliers of 

self-loading HIAB vehicles in the U.K. 

With over 25 years of experience, we hold an unrivalled 
reputation for safety, reliability and customer service throughout 
the industry, leading to us being the first choice for some of the 

largest construction, hire and utility companies in the country.  
From simple one-off moves to complex lifts, oversized loads 

and modular building installations, we have it covered.

You will have peace of mind that 
all your work will be carried out 

professionally and safely.
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Our NEW 
paperless system
We use paperless technology to deliver 
amazing service for all our customers.
Benefit from:
• Instant Electronic proof of delivery confirmation with signature capture

• On site capture of your own signed paperwork

• Receive live pictures of your load before collection and after delivery via email on job completion

• Smart-scheduling and routing means we can offer you more convenient delivery slots

•  Constantly monitored driver behaviour – to ensure every mile driven is safe, responsible 
and results in less vehicle emissions.

• Real-time GPS satellite tracking of our vehicles

Mr Smith

Mr Smith

“I was very impressed with all your drivers who delivered 
our units to Dagenham. They were all very polite and very 
professional and are a credit to your company. I suppose 

the guys in the office also had a hand in it somewhere to”.

Paul Beckett - Tudor Modular

Unrivalled reputation for safety, 
reliability and customer service 

throughout the industry



As one of the largest HIAB hire companies in the UK, 
our range of FORS Silver accredited HIAB vehicles 
transport loads nationwide and can lift up to 12 tons in 
weight, with a reach of up to 35 meters, with minimum 
fuss.  Our varied fleet of lorry mounted cranes for hire 
ensures we have the correct machine if you require an 
item lifting and shifting.

HIAB is a commonly used term for a lorry mounted 
crane, these type vehicles have a huge variety of uses 
often removing the need for forklifts or mobile cranes to 
be present at the collection and delivery sites, saving our 
customers large amounts of money.

We operate the largest fleet of 360 degree, front mounted 
HIABs in the U.K. These FORS Silver vehicles have been 
specially modified to incorporate an extra set of crane 
stabilisers in front of the cab, meaning that for the first 
time loads can be lifted safely at full duties in over the 
lorry cab and at every other angle. This feature makes our 
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360 HIAB lorries a very versatile piece of equipment being 
able to deliver even oversized loads to a site and place it 
up to over 25 meters away in any direction. (Be sure to 
ask for a 360 lifter if needed when calling for a quotation)

Running a fleet of over 25 HIAB vehicles nationwide 
means we will usually have a vehicle in your area to attend 
to your requirements at short notice.

All of our modern vehicles are fitted with remote control 
45t/m - 110t/m lorry mounted cranes or larger and a carry 
large selection of lifting equipment, meaning that we will 
always be able to lift and move your cargo safely.

Its not just our on site operators who are fully trained, 
experienced and helpful but our office staff also have 
years of transport and crane experience under their belt 
and would be happy to offer you any advise you may 
need before booking any job on 01530 510550.

Cabin transport is what we do best and as one of the 
largest and most experienced portacabin movers in the 
UK, we transport more than 70 portable buildings per 
day. If you need a cabin, container, modular building 
or any type of sectional building lifting or transporting, 
let the professionals take care of it. Our reputation 
is unrivalled.

David Stanley Specialist Transport & Lifting Services are 
industry leaders in the Cabin and Container sector, with 
over 25 years of experience which is also held by most of 
our driver operators, having been with our company since 
it formed more than 25 years ago.

Our driver/operators will collect and deliver your building 
safely, making sure the unit is totally level, keys have been 
handed over, and the customer is 100% happy before 
getting all paperwork signed and leaving the site. They 
can also double stack units on top of others and erect 
staircases and landings without the need for extra cranage 
or labour on site.

For more complex, multiple cabin installations we also 
supply additional labour and slinger signalers to assist 
our operators on site if required. David Stanley Transport 
& Lifting can also undertake total project management 
if required, with an Appointed Person carrying out a site 
visit, writing up site-specific Method Statements, Risk 
Assessments and Lift Plans and planning the whole 
lift/installation under contract lift conditions 
when required, working to BS7121. We can 
also “skate” cabins and other items inside 
buildings where headroom is too restricted 
for use of a crane.

Cabin & Container Transport, Cranage, Skating, 
Double Stacking & Installations.

HIAB 
(Lorry Mounted Crane) Hire
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Our Lorry Mounted Cranes can collect and deliver 
your Generators to and from construction and 
event sites.

With FORS Silver accredited HIAB Vehicles ranging up 
to 1100 ton per meter, we can transport, lift and install 
generators and other machinery up to 15 tons without the 
need to hire mobile cranes to carry out the lifting, saving 
our customers money on every delivery.

Our service can make time-critical deliveries at very short 
notice and can also carry out deliveries through the night 
if required.  This is ideal if you or one of your customers 
has experienced a power failure and needs to get back 
and running as soon as possible.

We provide the end customer on site with basic operational 
instructions for the Genset and get your delivery or 
collection paperwork filled out and returned to you.  If this 
needs to be done as soon as possible we can send an 
electronic proof of delivery to speed up the process.

Our operators are experienced and professional when 
dealing with your customers, and will represent your 
company in a very professional manner.

Generator Delivery 
& Set Up

We specialise in lifting and moving many different 
types of plant and machinery from gantry cranes and 
specialist printing machines to pumping equipment 
and diggers.

When required our team of vastly experienced lift planners 
can plan and oversee even the very complicated projects 
which may include, skating items into confined spaces, 
lifting over buildings or into water.  We will make sure your 
item is delivered on time in the safest possible manner.

When delivering plant or machinery to site on behalf of hire 

companies our experienced driver/operators are able to 
install basic equipment without the need to provide extra 
labour or cranage, keeping costs down. They will provide 
the user with instructions on how to use the equipment, 
keys and paperwork before leaving site.

We also supply install teams and slinger signaller’s to level, 
erect, install, set up, dismantle or dispose of equipment 
ranging from cabin complex’s to wheel washes.

Call us for an instant quote, we would love to hear 
from you.

Plant & Machinery 
Cranage & Transport



Contract Lifts & Project 
Management

We offer a lift planning and contract lift service for all 
complex jobs and lifts.  Our Appointed Person will come 
to your site or sites and plan the relocation of your item as 
well as organising a mobile crane or forklift if required in 
addition to our HIAB vehicle. For you this will take away all 
the stress of having to do the planning yourself as well as 
all insurance being taken care of by us for the relocation 
that you are planning.

Accreditations and 
Health & Safety

As a FORS Silver HIAB hire operator accredited with 
SSIP, CHAS, Constructionline and CPCS training, 
every aspect of our work is carried out to the highest 
possible health and safety standards.

Whether we are working at height, planning complex lifts 
or carrying out a demolition on site, each element of risk 
is minimized to prevent harm to people, property and the 
environment.

David Stanley Transport has a long-standing reputation 
in the industry for our high level of health and safety, of 
which we are very proud.

We are the safest choice, trusted by all major construction 
companies throughout the U.K. from our Midlands base 
on a daily basis including Balfour Beatty, Kier, Skanska, 
Costain and many more.

Abnormal Loads

If your load is wider than 9 feet 6 inches or longer than 
60 Feet your load will require an escort by a trained and 
competent person.  David Stanley Transport has wide load 
and abnormal load escort vehicles which are available for 
hire either on their own or as part of a contracted load 
move. We can also carry loads under Special Types 
General Order (STGO) up to Category 2 which is any 
single indivisible load up to 80 Tonnes.
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Demolitions

Sometimes due to fire damage or poor condition of the 
buildings, no other options remain except to demolish on 
site, in a safe manner.

Our 25 year experience dealing with modular buildings 
means we are well equipped for such work, the building 
will be demolished on site and removed to specialist 
recycling plants.

From the moment the building is handed over to us our 
trained fitters will carefully dismantle the building into 
transportable sections, David Stanley Transport will then 
take on all the cranage and transport needs from the 
simplest of lifts to the most complex, often being asked to 
crane buildings over other buildings etc. once safely in its 
new position our fitters carefully refit all facias, covers and 
seals ensuring all work is done to the highest standard.

Disposals

Often our customers require modular buildings removed 
from site either because they are no longer needed or 
because the buildings age has rendered it no longer in a 
usable condition.

What ever its condition we can normally take the building 
away in one piece, without the need for it to be demolished 
on site, where it will either be refurbished and eventually 
resold or broken down into its individual components and 
recycled. If we think the building can be refurbished then 
this will reflect in the cost of the disposal.

We will always recycle buildings wherever possible 
minimising its environmental impact.

Working closely with David Stanley 
Transport & Lifting, we offer a 
complete Council Approved 
Modular building service, including 
Relocations, Disposals, on-site 
Demolitions and Sales.
Offering complete project management, 
the services we offer include:-

Relocations

We also 
move modular 

buildings...

Modular Building 
Relocations

Not only do we take care of the logistics of moving your 
valuable building from A to B we can also provide:-

• Cranage & Transport

• New Steps, Ramps & Pathways.

• Internal & External Electrical and Plumbing connections

• New Pads & Foundations

• Temporary Roadways

• Groundwork – Drainage etc.

• Site clearance – making good, re-seeding etc.



David Stanley Transport, 
Unit 9 Vulcan Way, Hermitage Industrial Estate, Coalville, Leicestershire, LE67 3FW, England

Tel: 01530 510550     Email: enquiries@davidstanleytransport.com

Follow us on 

www.stanleygroup.co.uk

OUR 
NEWEST 
VEHICLE 
equipped with fly jib, 
hoist and a massive 
35m reach is now 
available for hire.


